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business is business!
And business must grow

–Dr. Seuss, The Lorax
The paper investigates the agency argument that sales growth in firms with free cash flow
(and without strong governance) is less profitable than sales growth for firms without free
cash flow. It also tests whether strong governance conditions improve the performance of firms
with free cash flow and/or limit the investments in unprofitable sales growth. Consistent with
agency theory, firms with free cash flow gain less from sales growth than firms without free
cash flow. But different governance conditions affect sales growth and performance in different
ways. Having substantial management stock ownership mitigates the influence of free cash flow
on performance, despite allowing higher sales growth. In contrast, outside blocks held by
mutual funds reduce sales growth substantially, but does not increase performance from sales
growth. Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

Most firms value sales growth. The business press
and corporate annual reports frequently include
statements like: “We plan to double sales in the
next five years,” or “Our objective is to be a $2
billion company within 7 years.” The popular
business press contains many examples of com-
panies that focus on sales growth as a key to
profitability. For example, Emerson Electric is
well known for its string of 40 consecutive years
of increased earnings. When asked for the secret,
the CEO Chuck Knight replied, “You can’t just
cut, cut, cut, cut. . . You simply must have sales
growth to get sustainable performance at the bot-
tom line” (Fortune, 1998).
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Academics, on the other hand, have argued
that growth sometimes benefits managers rather
than stockholders. The “managerial capitalism”
tradition in economics investigates what happens
when managers, as opposed to owners, run large
corporations (Berle and Means, 1932; Marris,
1964; Baumol, 1967; Marris and Wood, 1971).
Researchers in this tradition argue that managers
sometimes make decisions in their own interest
rather than the interest of the company’s owners.
Indeed, more than 200 years ago, Adam Smith
(1776) pointed out that hired managers do not
take as much care of their firms as do owners.
Agency theory extends this logic. According to
agency theory, managers pursue growth because
growth benefits them personally—growth guaran-
tees employment and salary increases for man-
agers due to the greater responsibilities of manag-
ing a larger firm (Murphy, 1985). To solve the
problem of conflicting interests, agency
researchers seek mechanisms to align the interests
of managers to those of shareholders (Jensen and
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Meckling, 1976; Jensen and Ruback, 1983; Fama
and Jensen, 1983; Jensen, 1986; Jarrell, Brickley
and Netter, 1988; Shleifer and Vishny, 1991).

Despite the important role sales growth plays
in the world of managers, and its central role in
agency theory, we know of no research that
empirically examines the factors that moderate
the association between sales growth and firm
performance. This paper makes an initial effort
to address this issue by investigating the effect
of agency factors and corporate governance on
the relations between sales growth and perform-
ance. We investigate whether firms with Free
Cash Flow (FCF, undistributed cash flow in
excess of that needed for positive net present
value (NPV) projects) and weak governance tend
to squander the firm’s money by investing it in
unprofitable sales growth. Basically, we ask six
questions: (1) Does sales growth positively influ-
ence performance? (2) Is the positive influence
of sales growth on performance lower in firms
with FCF? (3) Do appropriate governance con-
trols constrain the negative agency effects of FCF
on the sales growth-performance relation? (4) Is
the moderating effect of FCF sufficiently large to
offset the performance benefits of sales growth
in firms with weak governance? (5) Does cash
flow positively influence sales growth? and (6)
Do governance controls reduce the positive
association between cash flow and sales growth
in firms with FCF? We investigate questions (1)
to (4) with an equation which explains perform-
ance using sales growth, FCF and governance
variables. We investigate questions (5) and (6)
with an equation which explains sales growth
using cash flow and governance variables. Thus,
the model controls for simultaneity between per-
formance and sales growth with a recursive sys-
tem of equations.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Positive interpretations of sales growth

Sales growth targets play a major role in the
perceptions of top managers. Using surveys, Hub-
bard and Bromiley (1994) find sales is the most
common objective mentioned by senior managers.
Eliasson (1976) reports that planning systems
generally begin with sales targets. An emphasis
on sales growth also provides a useful and visible
benchmark to motivate managers. Kaplan and
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Norton (1992, 1993, 1996) argue that firms must
use a wide variety of goals, including sales
growth, to effectively reach their financial objec-
tives. Sales growth influences factors that range
from internal motivation to promotion and reten-
tion of talented employees all the way to the
implied opportunities for investments in new
equipment and technologies that upgrade the pro-
duction process as a whole. In addition, sales
growth provides opportunities for economies of
scale and learning curve benefits.

Separate literatures examine the association
between market share and profitability (Gale,
1972; Mancke, 1974; Buzzell, Gale and Sultan,
1975; Henderson, 1980; Venkatraman and Pres-
cott, 1990) and the association between increases
in market share and profitability. Themarket
share literature mainly investigates whether mar-
ket share and underlying market characteristics,
such as economies of scale, confer competitive
advantage (Gale, 1972; Buzzellet al., 1975;
Henderson, 1980). In other words, do firms with
high market share have higher returns than those
with low market share? Mancke (1974) suggests
the market share benefits may come from unob-
served variables that create a spurious relation.
To empirically investigate this possibility, Jacob-
son and Aaker (1985) and Jacobson (1988; 1990)
statistically control for unobserved characteristics
and substantially reduce the estimated associations
between market share and profitability. Woo
(1987) also questions the market share prof-
itability association by finding highly profitable
low market share firms—generally firms with
well protected niche positions.

Other studies investigate the relation between
market share growthand profitability. Compared
with the market share literature, the market share
growth literature is relatively small. Studies on
market share growth emphasize the competitive
conditions in the industry and the benefits of
timing, such as first mover advantages
(Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988). These stud-
ies examine whether the benefits of additional
market share justify the costs of developing it
(i.e., growing more rapidly than the industry).
Montgomery and Wernerfelt (1991) find that mar-
ket share gains do not correlate with changes in
firm value in the brewing industry. They conclude
that the value of market share building strategies
critically depends on industry-specific conditions.
Rumelt and Wensley (1981) suggests market
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share growth correlates with returns because the
same unobserved variables influence both prof-
itability and market share growth. Hence, they
conclude investing in market share growth has
no intrinsic value.

To summarize, these two literatures give only
a partial picture of the association between sales
growth and firm performance. First, market share
growth and sales growth are different concepts.
In a growing industry, a firm could grow more
slowly than the industry and consequently have
a decline in market share but an increase in
total sales. Second, the market share literature
primarily investigates the competitive aspects of
sales growth—how investment in market share
strengthens the product market position of the
firm. This literature does not address possible
mitigating conditions—weak governance and the
presence of FCF -- under which investments in
sales growth may actually decrease the returns
to stockholders.

Agency theory – Under what conditions
would sales growth not pay?

Agency theorists argue that sales growth does not
always lead to increased returns to stockholders.
The leveraged buyout literature makes these argu-
ments most strongly (Jensen, 1993). They depend
on three premises (Jensen, 1986). First, managers
try to maximize their own wealth rather than
shareholder wealth. This follows the standard eco-
nomic assumption that individuals attempt to
maximize their utility. Second, firm sales growth
contributes to managerial wealth. As Jensen 1986:
323 argues:

“Managers have incentives to cause their firms to
grow beyond the optimal size. Growth increases
managers’ power by increasing the resources
under their control. It is also associated with
increases in managers’ compensation, because
changes in compensation are positively related to
the growth in sales (see Murphy, 1985).”

Third, two corporate conditions determine
whether managers can pursue sales growth at the
expense of stockholders’ wealth: the presence of
FCF and weak governance. According to the
Free Cash Flow Hypothesis (Jensen, 1989, 1991,
1993), internally generated cash in excess of
positive NPV projects (termed Free Cash Flow
(FCF)) allows managers to pursue personal goals
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without having to go to the bond or equity mar-
kets. Therefore, having FCF constitutes a neces-
sary condition to put management’s interests at
odds with the interests of shareholders (Jensen,
1989, 1991, 1993). For example, Jensen (1993)
cites GM, IBM, and Eastman Kodak in the 1980s
as companies with failed internal control systems;
these companies made massive unprofitable
investments out of FCF in industries with excess
capacity. On a larger sample, Jensen (1993) dem-
onstrates similar inefficiencies in capital expendi-
tures and R&D spending decisions of a substantial
number of large firms. In general, over a ten year
period, these firms did not generate returns that
exceeded the returns that these firms would have
received if the R&D and capital expenditures had
been invested in marketable securities.

Weak corporate governance, the second con-
dition identified by agency theory, refers to a
lack of mechanisms to align managerial decisions
with shareholders’ interests. For example, if man-
agement dominates a board of directors, the board
will represent managerial interests rather than
those of shareholders. Given weak governance,
managers pursue sales growth opportunities for
their own sake, even if these opportunities offer
low returns (Jensen, 1993).

Researchers have argued that governance oper-
ates through many different mechanisms. Many
studies investigate the effect of inside and outside
block ownership of stock (O’Reilly, Main, and
Crystal, 1988; Tosi and Gomez-Mejia, 1989;
Rediker and Seth, 1995; Gibbs, 1993; Bethel
and Liebeskind, 1993; Hoskisson, Johnson and
Moessel, 1994). Zahra and Pearce (1989) indicate
that many studies find that the presence of out-
siders on a corporate board has little effect
because of the relative paucity of information
available to outside directors. Hoskisson and Hitt
(1988) and Hoskisson and Turk (1990) argue
that outside directors know less about the busi-
nesses they monitor than inside directors or man-
agement, and so have difficulty in exerting control
on strategic decisions. Consequently, outside
directors tend to rely strictly on financial perform-
ance measures. Other dimensions of governance
include board composition (percentage of out-
siders on the board), board structure (Fama and
Jensen, 1983; Singh and Harianto, 1989; Kesner
and Johnson, 1990; Judge and Zeithaml, 1992;
Johnson, Hoskisson and Hitt, 1993; Harrison,
1987 and Gibbs, 1993), and compensation of the
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board (Walkling and Long, 1984; Kosnik, 1990),
as well as capital structure (Jensen, 1986).
Insights derived from research on capital structure
agree with the agency literature on the role of
leveraged buyouts.

Some agency research recommends governance
changes to improve performance of firms that do
not use FCF in shareholders’ interests. Many
scholars argue that corporate takeovers discipline
managers who fail to pay FCF back to share-
holders (Jensen, 1986, 1988; Shleifer and Vishny,
1991; Bethel and Liebeskind, 1993). Managers
who waste shareholders’ money find their com-
panies purchased by corporations that invest in
the shareholders’ interest. Others argue that lever-
aged buyouts address the conflict between share-
holders and managers over FCF; the combination
of high equity ownership by managers and large
outside debt obligations creates powerful incen-
tives for managers to use FCF in the interests of
bond and shareholders (Lehn and Poulsen, 1989;
Fox and Marcus, 1992; Dial and Murphy 1995;
Dial, 1995; Kaplan, 1989; Easterwood, Seth, and
Singer, 1989; Liebeskind, Wiersema and
Hansen, 1992).

Even though theory suggests that managers
prefer sales growth and that FCF allows managers
to make poor decisions, no prior study tests the
underlying premise that FCF leads managers to
pursue sales growth with below-par profitability
and in turn whether governance moderates this
affect.

HYPOTHESES

Agency and governance theories specify the con-
ditions under which managers are likely to invest
in sales growth at the expense of profitability—
FCF combined with weak governance frees man-
agers to pursue sales growth. This implies that
1) FCF and weak governance lead to high sales
growth rates and 2) the sales growth that does
occur has a low or negative impact on perform-
ance. To examine these two implications, we
develop a model consisting of two equations, one
for performance and one for sales growth. More
specifically, this leads to four performance and
two sales growth hypotheses.
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Hypotheses concerning performance

Many arguments support the influence of sales
growth on profitability. Whereas old lines of
business may be continued if they simply cover
their marginal costs or if closing down costs
more than continuing, profit seeking managers
only initiate business ventures that promise suf-
ficiently high returns. Thus, increases in sales
from new business should improve profits. Sales
growth generally utilizes capacity more fully,
which spreads fixed costs over more revenue
resulting in higher profitability. Alternatively, if
an industry has increasing economies of scale or
learning curve effects, growing firms benefit from
such effects, again increasing performance.
Depending on the industry structure, sales growth
may also provide additional market power which
firms can use to increase performance. Similar
arguments have been offered about the profit
impact of market share. A positive effect of sales
growth on performance would not be surprising;
nevertheless, we include an hypothesis as a base-
line for interpreting the subsequent interaction
terms. Our first hypothesis is:

Hypothesis 1: Sales growth has a positive
influence on performance.

The agency literature claims that firms with
cash flow in excess of positive NPV projects
invest this money to generate additional sales
growth, even if this growth is not profitable
(Jensen, 1986, 1988). Thus, agency theory pre-
dicts that the benefits of sales growth on perform-
ance will be lower for firms with higher values
of FCF.

Hypothesis 2: FCF negatively moderates the
positive influence of sales growth on perform-
ance. Sales growth has a less positive influence
on performance for firms with higher values
of FCF.

While initial agency studies focused primarily
on the FCF as a sufficient condition for managers
to act in their own interests, more recent studies
argue that strong governance controls mitigate the
influence of FCF (Rediker and Seth, 1995; Gibbs,
1993). Strong stockholder governance forces
managers to invest FCF wisely or to return it to
the stockholders. Thus, we expect that strong
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governance reduces the tendency of FCF to lower
the profitability of new investment.

Hypothesis 3: Governance controls moderate
the extent to which FCF reduces the relation
between sales growth and performance.

A stronger interpretation of the FCF Hypothesis
argues that FCF and weak governance allow firms
to increase sales in ways that actually destroy
shareholder value (Jensen, 1993). Thus, the nega-
tive influences of FCF and weak governance
exceed the positive direct benefits of sales growth
for high values of FCF. This leads to the follow-
ing hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4: For firms with weak gover-
nance and high levels of FCF, sales growth
has a negative influence on performance. (The
effect in Hypothesis 2 is sufficiently large to
offset the benefits of sales growth.)

Sales growth hypotheses

The theoretical interest in the sales growth equa-
tion focuses on FCF and governance effects on
sales. Jensen and others (Jensen and Ruback,
1983; Fama and Jensen, 1983; Shleifer and
Vishny, 1991) argue that managers have a bias
toward using cash flow to support unneeded sales
growth. On the other hand, firms facing good
investment prospects also use cash flow to sup-
port sales growth. Defining Total Cash Flow as
both normal cash flow (for firms with good
investment prospects) and FCF (for firms with
poor investment prospects) we get the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 5: Total Cash Flow positively
influences Sales Growth.

While cash flow facilitates sales growth,
according to the theory the firms with FCF lack
profitable sales growth prospects. Given a mana-
gerial bias toward sales growth, managers in such
firms waste FCF on unprofitable sales growth.
Governance mechanisms should modify this ten-
dency. For example, Shleifer and Vishny
(1991:57) argue that the hostile takeover boom
of the 1980s largely reversed over-investment by
managers in the 1960s. They summarize the proc-
ess as follows:
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“When managers in the ‘60s had their hands on
large free cash flow, they spent it on unrelated
diversification that hurt the shareholders in the
long run. . .”.

Following this logic, strong governance controls
should moderate the influence of cash flow on
sales growth for firms with poor prospects, i.e.,
firms with FCF. Without governance controls,
managers may waste FCF on sales growth, but
with strong governance, the closely monitored
managers will not fund unprofitable sales growth.
FCF should have a smaller impact on Sales
Growth for firms with strong governance than for
firms with weak governance. Thus our sales
growth governance hypothesis is:

Hypothesis 6: For firms with FCF, govern-
ance controls negatively moderate the relation
between Cash Flow and Sales Growth, i.e.,
FCF will have a less positive influence on
sales growth for firms with strong gover-
nance mechanisms.

DATA AND METHODS

Variable definition

The model requires data on firm profitability,
cash flow, industry sales, industry profitability,
capital market returns, and corporate ownership.
The Annual COMPUSTAT corporate data tapes
provide firm level data, for example ROA, stock-
holder returns, Tobin’s Q, cash flow and sales
growth. We employ the line of business data
from the COMPUSTAT Industry Segment data
tapes to calculate ROA, stockholder returns and
sales growth for the industries of the segments
contained in each corporation. Table 1 summa-
rizes the measures.

Free Cash Flow and Tobin’s Q: Following,
Lang, Stulz and Walkling (1991), we use Tobin’s
Q (Tobin and Brainard, 1968) to identify whether
firms have positive net present value projects
available. A Q. 1 indicates that the market
values the firm above its book value implying
the firm makes profitable investments. In contrast,
Q , 1 indicates that the market values the firm
below the value of its assets. Lang, Stulz and
Walkling (1991) argue that firms with high values
of FCF should be those firms with a Tobin’s
Q , 1 (QDumJ,T-1 equals 1 if Q, 1 and 0
otherwise) and higher values ofCash Flow. Thus,
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Table 1. Measures*

ROAJ,T Operating income divided by corporate assets for firmJ in year T. Operating
return is profits before interest, taxes and depreciation.

Stockholder ReturnsJ,T Compound Growth Rate in Stockholder Returns, In {(Market value per share for
firm J in year T) + Dividends per Share)/(Market value per share for firmJ in
year T−1)−1)}. ln{( #199(t)+ #26)/(#199(t−1))}.

Sales GrowthJ,T Compound Growth Rate in Sales. ln (SalesJ,T/SalesJ,T−1) for firm J in year T.
QJ,T−1 Lagged market value divided by book value. Following (Perfect and Wiles,

1994), market value is the sum of year end values of the firm’s common stock
(#25 * #24), market value of the firm’s preferred stock (#130), book value of
the firm’s long term debt (#9), book value of the firm’s short term debt with a
maturity less than one (#44). Book value was measured by the firm’s year-end
book value of total assets (#6).

QDumJ,T−1 1 if Q , 1; QDumJ,T−1 = 0, if QJ,T−1 $1.
Cash FlowJ,T−1 Lagged Operating Income before depreciation (#13) minus total income taxes

(#16), minus change in deferred taxes from the previous year to the current
year based on#35) minus gross interest expense (#15) minus preferred dividend
requirement on cumulative preferred stock and dividends paid on non-cumulative
preferred stock (#19) minus total dollar amount of dividends declared on
common stock (#21). Following Lehn and Poulsen (1989) and Lang et al.
(1991), Cash Flow is divided by Assets.

FCTJ,T−1 Cash FlowJ,T−1 *QDumJ,T−1.
Owner-ManagedT−1 At least one outside blockholder (owner of 5% or more) is an officer of the

company.
Owner-ControlledT−1 At least one outside blockholder isnot a mutual fund or public pension fund.
Fund-ControlledT−1 At least one outside blockholder is a mutual fund company
Industry PerformanceJ,T Asset-weighted industry performance, averaged for the industries in which the

firm’s business units are active in yearT.
Industry ROAJ,T Asset-weighted industry operating return on assets, averaged for the industries in

which the firm’s business units are active in yearT. Operating return on assets
is profits before interest, taxes and depreciation. Industry figures (income and
ROA) were calculated without the values for the given corporation to remove
the possibility of simultaneity.

Industry Stockholder Asset-weighted industry stockholder returns, averaged for the industries in which
ReturnsJ,T the firm’s business units are active in yearT. Industry returns were calculated

without the values for the given corporation to remove the possibility of
simultaneity.

Debt/AssetsJ,T−1 Total corporate debt divided by total assets for firmJ in year T.
Quick RatioJ,T Cash and short term investments plus receivables divided by Current Liabilities.
Current RatioJ,T Current Assets divided by Current Liabilities.

*Data from COMPUSTAT are identified by their industrial COMPUSTAT item number as#.

FCF is defined asQDumJ,T-1 * Cash FlowJ,T-1.
Consistent with Langet al. (1991), FCF equals
cash flow for firms with Tobin’s Q below one
and equals 0 for firms with Q. 1 since in theory
they have profitable opportunities for investment.

Governance. Although Rediker and Seth
(1995) argue researchers should use multiple
measures of governance mechanisms and should
examine the interactions among these mecha-
nisms, researchers who need tractable measures
of governance often measure governance by con-
centration of ownership and stock ownership by
managers (Bethel and Liebeskind, 1993). One
of the advantages of using indicators of block
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ownership (insider or outsider) is that information
to construct these variables is readily available in
SEC Form 10-K reports. In addition, it keeps a
model comparatively simple.

Firms with widely dispersed stock ownership
have weak governance. When no stockholder
owns a substantial portion of the stock, no indi-
vidual stockholder has reason to closely monitor
managerial behavior. Furthermore, with small
stockholdings, investors cannot influence man-
agement even if they observe inappropriate
behavior. Agency theorists argue that concen-
trated stock ownership solves some of the prob-
lems (Demsetz and Lehn, 1985). If some stock-
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holders hold large blocks of a corporation’s stock,
they have the incentive to closely monitor and
control the behavior of corporate management
(Shleifer and Vishny, 1986). If management, on
the other hand, holds large blocks of stock, the
managers have a very direct incentive to behave
in ways that increase returns to stockholders.

Researchers classify corporations as Owner-
Managed if any single employee owns 5% or more
of the stock of the company (Tosi and Gomez-
Mejia, 1989; O’Reilly et al., 1988). We consider
firms to be Owner-Managed when officers (not
including directors) of the firm, or partnerships in
which officers are principals, own 5% or more of
the company’s stock. We also categorized firms
with company sponsored employee savings plans
with 5% or more stock ownership in the company
as Owner-Managed because corporate managers
participate in such plans (creating incentives to
increase stock price) and because corporate man-
agers often appoint fund managers who should
therefore support management.

Alternatively, an outsider who owns a large
amount of stock may monitor and exert control
over the firm. Researchers consider a company
to be Owner-Controlled if “any single individual
or institution outside the firm owns 5% or more
of the company’s stock” (O’Reillyet al., 1988;
Tosi and Gomez-Mejia, 1989: 176). But Brickley,
Lease and Smith (1988) find that mutual funds,
endowments, and public pension funds resist
management more often than banks and insurance
companies which may derive benefits from lines
of business under management control. In con-
trast, one could argue mutual funds should have
less interest in controlling management than other
stockholders. Since mutual funds engage in trad-
ing stock, they may choose to sell stock rather
than undertake the laborious process of influenc-
ing management.

It is an empirical question whether mutual
funds or companies exert more control or differ-
ent kinds of control as outside block owners.
Given arguments that funds differ from corporate
and individual ownership, we modify the defi-
nition of Owner-Controlled used by Tosi and
Gomez-Mejia (1989) and O’Reillyet al. (1988)
and distinguish between Owner-Controlled, which
requires that at least one outside blockholder is
not a mutual fund or public pension fund and
Fund-Controlled, in which at least one outside
owner is a mutual fund company. Thus we have
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four categories of governance: 1) weak gover-
nance (the absence of strong governance), 2)
owner-managed, 3) owner-controlled, and 4)
fund-controlled. Weak governance is the base
case in the model where no specific strong
governance variables appear.

We therefore need to define three measures
of strong governance: Owner-Managed, Owner-
Controlled and Fund-Controlled. To identify
Owner-Managed firms, we use data from Com-
pact Disclosure SEC of Bethesda, Maryland.

To distinguish between Owner-Controlled and
Fund-Controlled, we need to distinguish between
mutual funds and other outside block owners
(individuals and non-mutual fund companies).
Outside owners listed as “Security Advisers” in
the Directory of Mutual Funds and Other Invest-
ment Companies(Investment Company Institute,
1997) are identified as mutual funds. In addition,
certain non-public funds, such as University
Endowment Funds and government pension funds
such as State Retirement Mutual Funds
(Wisconsin, Ohio, etc), are included with mutual
fund companies. Our distinction between Owner-
Controlled and Fund-Controlled lets us check
whether these two kinds of owners differ in their
control effects.
Performance measures: Strategic management
researchers generally measure performance using
either accounting profitability or returns to stock-
holders. We use both as each presents its own
set of problems.

Economists criticize accounting returns because
accounting treats advertising and R&D expendi-
tures as expenses instead of investments with
future payoffs (Carlton and Perloff, 1990: 362).
This overstates current expenses, but also under-
states the assets of the firm by ignoring most
intangible assets (including those generated by
advertising and R&D). Furthermore, management
decisions that have no impact on tangible business
activities or cash flows can influence reported
profits and assets. These decisions include the
accounting treatment of options-based compen-
sation, write-offs of acquisition premiums as in-
process R&D, and the selection of depreciation
schedules. Problems with accounting returns can
also influence the measurement of other variables.
For example, the measurement of FCF depends
on Tobin’s Q which in turn depends on an esti-
mate of the assets. Errors in measurement of
intangible assets will influence both the perform-
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ance measure (return on assets) and the measure-
ment of FCF.

Stockholder returns have also been criticized
(Bromiley, 1986, 1990). Using stockholder
returns assumes capital market efficiency. Under
efficient market theories, the returns largely reflect
surprises to the market. Thus, if the market antici-
pates a firm’s sales growth and profitability, even
highly profitable sales growth should not show
up in stockholder returns in the period in which
it occurred.

These potential problems with the measures
should not undermine our results for two reasons.
First, to handle possible associations between
FCF and accounting returns based on errors in
valuation of intangible assets, we include a
dummy for Tobin’s Q in the regression equations.
If FCF has a spurious relation with ROA due to
errors in Q (which figures in the construction of
FCF), the dummy variable for Q will control for
this spurious relation. Any measurement error in
FCF based on measurement errors in Q will
naturally appear in both FCF and Q and will not
influence the parameter estimate on FCF when Q
appears in the equation. Second, and more
important, accounting problems do not affect our
results using stockholder returns. Similarly,
results obtained with accounting profits do not
depend on efficient capital markets. Thus, if
results agree across these two measures, we have
additional confidence in their validity, despite the
limitations of both performance measures.

To remove any possibility of simultaneity
betweenROAJ,T and Industry ROAJ,T, we calculate
the Industry ROAJ,T for a given corporation J’s
business segment by removing that segment from
the relevant industry operating income and indus-
try total assets. A similar procedure is followed
to remove the firm’s sales when calculating the
Industry Sales used to deriveIndustry Sales
GrowthJ,T.

Empirical model

The performance equation below tests four
hypotheses. The equation also includes several
control variables. Since we use a dummy variable
in our measurement of FCF to indicate whether
or not a firm’s Tobin’s Q is less than one
(QDumJ,T-1 = 1 if Q , 1), we also include this
dummy as a separate term so that any FCF
effect (QDumJ,T-1 * Cash FlowJ,T-1) can be clearly
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differentiated from any direct effect ofQDumJ,T-

1 (Lehn and Poulsen 1989; Lang, Stulz and Wal-
kling, 1991). Similarly, we includeCash FlowJ,T-

1 andFCFJ,T-1 to control for possible direct effects
of Cash Flow and FCF. Lagged firm performance,
PerformanceJ,T-1, captures prior capabilities and
achievements of the firm.Industry PerformanceJ,T

controls for industry effects including macro-
economic effects in the current year. Leverage
(Debt/Total AssetsJ,T-1) controls for corporate
effects from financing. The performance equ-
ation is:

PerformanceJ,T = a0 + a1 QDumJ,T-1 +

a2 Cash FlowJ,T-1 + a3 FCFJ,T-1

+ a4 Sales GrowthJ,T + a5 Sales GrowthJ,T

* FCFJ,T-1

+ a6 Sales GrowthJ,T * FCFJ,T-1

* Owner-ManagedJ,T-1

+ a7 Sales GrowthJ,T * FCFJ,T-1

* Owner-ControlledJ,T-1

+ a8 Sales GrowthJ,T * FCFJ,T-1

* Fund-ControlledJ,T-1

+ a9 PerformanceJ,T-1 + a10 Industry

PerformanceJ,T

+ a11 Debt/Total AssetsJ,T-1 + eJ,T (1)

The sales growth equation includes the basic
FCF and governance variables from the perform-
ance equation: FCFJ,T-1, Owner-ManagedJ,T-1,
Owner-ControlledJ,T-1 and Fund-ControlledJ,T-1

and the interaction betweenFCFJ,T-1 and the
governance mechanisms. To differentiateFCFJ,T-1

from straight cash flow, we includeCash Flow
J,T-1 and a dummy for Tobin’s Q. Finally, we
add past performance to control for past firm
success and current Industry Sales Growth to
control for industry and macro-economic effects.
The sales growth equation is:

Sales GrowthJ,T = b0 + b1 QDumJ,T-1

+ b2 Cash FlowJ,T-1 + b3 FCFJ,T-1

+ b4 Owner-ManagedJ,T-1 * FCFJ,T-1

+ b5 Owner-ControlledJ,T-1 * FCFJ,T-1
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+ b6 Fund-ControlledJ,T-1 * FCFJ,T-1

+ b7 PerformanceJ,T-1

+ b8 Industry Sales GrowthJ,T + eJ,T (2)

For firms without FCF, Hypothesis 5 deals strictly
with Cash FlowJ,T-1 (i.e., b2); for firms with FCF,
it deals with the total ofCash FlowJ,T-1 and
FCFJ,T-1 effects (i.e.,b2 + b3).

In addition to testing these two hypotheses, the
sales growth equation handles potential simulta-
neity problems. In the performance equation,
unobserved variables might influence both per-
formance and sales growth. This would bias our
estimate of the effect of sales growth on perform-
ance. We account for this possibility by removing
the effect of such unobserved variables with an
instrument for sales growth in the performance
equation.

Estimation

We estimate the model as a recursive system
using instrumental variables to control for the
possibility that unobserved variables influence
both sales growth and performance in a given
year. For example, a product introduction may
influence both performance and sales growth.

First, we develop instruments forSales
GrowthJ,T. To estimate the instruments, we use
lagged Sales GrowthJ,T-1, current and one year
lags on the exogenous variables in the model
(Industry Sales GrowthJ,T, Cash FlowJ,T-1, and
FCFJ,T-1), and one and two year lags on additional
corporate accounting data (current ratio and
quick ratio).

We use lagged dependent variables in the per-
formance equation to control for firm specific
effects (e.g., difference in prior firm efficiency)
and a variety of more general effects (e.g., ran-
dom shocks to firms in a geographic area).
Although some studies use fixed effects to control
for firm characteristics (Schmalensee, 1985), we
choose lagged performance for two reasons. First,
it truly holds past performance constant, whereas,
fixed effect models only control for a constant
firm effect over the time period. Second, the fixed
effects approach uses many degrees of freedom,
one per corporation. With relatively few time
periods per corporation, this results in a consider-
able loss of efficiency in estimation. We also

Copyright 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Strat. Mgmt. J.,21: 455–472 (2000)

estimated the model with firm fixed effects rather
than lagged performance and the results agree
with those reported here.

Ideally, we would like to control for competi-
tive strategy variables such as advertising expen-
ditures, or price cuts, which represent investments
in sales growth. We could only obtain firm adver-
tising data for a subset of firms. When inserted
in the model, change in advertising expenditures
had the expected positive sign in the Sales
Growth equation, but the other results did not
change in sign or magnitude, and the available
sample dropped to 215 observations. We omit
advertising to retain sample size.

We test for heteroskedasticity using the White
test. We test for auto-regressive disturbances
using the Durbin-Watson procedure for the sales
growth equation and the Durbin-Watson h pro-
cedure for the performance equation (because it
has a lagged dependent variable). The Durbin-
Watson tests are insignificant for all four equa-
tions. However, the White test indicates
heteroskedasticity in all four equations. To
address this problem, we use the Generalized
Method of Moments estimator to adjust the error
matrix for heteroskedasticity (SAS, 1993: 555).

Minimum levels of FCF may be required
before the managerial potential for excessive
investment in sales growth exists. In other words,
the Agency variables and firmSales GrowthJ,T

may relate in a non-linear manner. If a linear
model was used when a non-linear model was
warranted then the residuals would not have a
normal distribution (Kennedy, 1985: 99). Tests
indicate the residuals are normally distributed,
which is a sufficient condition for concluding that
the linear specification of our model is
appropriate.

Sample

The data cover the years 1988 to 1995. After
dropping observations with missing data, COM-
PUSTAT provides 3,320 firm-year observations.
Calculating lagged variables on years 1986 and
1987 loses an additional 1,004 observations,
which results in a sample of 2,316 firm-year
observations. We have no information from
Compact Disclosure to calculate inside owner-
ship and block ownership for 463 firm-year
observations, which results in 1,853 obser-
vations. Lack of data to calculate market returns
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eliminates another 227 firm-year observations,
which results in 1626 observations. We drop 30
firm-year observations due to extreme values
of Firm ROA . 0.50 or ,−0.3 and Industry
ROA . 0.50 or,−0.3, and drop nine influential
observations based on a cutoff of DFFITS.2
or ,−2 in the calculation of instruments. This
is a conservative cut-off level (see Belsley, Kuh,
and Welsch, 1980). We also use this cutoff of
DFFITS for the model itself and drop 17 influ-
ential cases. This gave a sample with 1,570 firm
year observations for 8 years of usable data
(after lags) or an average of 196 firms per year.
The numbers of firms per year for each year
are: 1988–181, 1989–190, 1990–194, 1991–
209, 1992–209, 1993–203, 1994–195, 1995–
189. To be in the sample, firms have to be
present for two years prior to the first year’s
sample observation in order to calculate lags.
One hundred and twenty-four firms have data
for all 8 years of the sample. For firms that are
present less than 8 years, there are 25 for 7
years, 20 for 6 years, 22 for 5 years, 19 for 4
years, 15 for 3 years, 14 for 2 years and 24 for
1 year.

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for the
total sample and sub-samples of Owner-Managed,
Owner-Controlled and Fund-Controlled firms. We
use this information for evaluating the derivatives.
Table 3 presents a correlation matrix of the vari-
ables used.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The performance equation

Table 4 reports the estimation of the models
including coefficients and the significance of the
interaction coefficients. Because the hypotheses
largely deal with interaction terms which are
often the sum of multiple coefficients, direct
examination of the estimation results in Table 4
may not be sufficient. Therefore, we examine the
derivatives of performance with respect to sales
growth, and sales growth with respect to cash
flow. Table 5 presents the values of the deriva-
tives evaluated at the mean of the variables in
the derivative and tests whether these values dif-
fer from zero.

The derivative ofPerformanceJ,T with respect
to Sales GrowthJ,T is the change in Performance
for a one unit change inSales GrowthJ,T:

Copyright 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Strat. Mgmt. J.,21: 455–472 (2000)

dPerformanceJ,T/d Sales GrowthJ,T

= a4 + a5 FCFJ,T-1

+ a6 FCFJ,T-1 *Owner-ManagedJ,T-1

+ a7 FCFJ,T-1 *Owner-ControlledJ,T-1

+ a8 FCFJ,T-1 *Fund-ControlledJ,T-1 (3)

Since several of the right hand side variables take
on the value of zero for various sets of obser-
vations, the performance equation can be simpli-
fied as follows:

I For firmswithout FCF (i.e., Q. 1), the deriva-
tive simplifies to justa4.

I For firmswith FCF (i.e., Q. 1; FCF± 0) and
weak governance (i.e., neither Owner-Managed
or Owner-Controlled), the derivative simplifies
to a4 + a5 FCFJ,T-1

I For firmswith FCF which are Owner-Managed,
the derivative simplifies toa4 + a5 FCFJ,T-1 +
a6 FCFJ,T-1

I For firms with FCF which are Owner-
Controlled, the derivative simplifies toa4 + a5

FCFJ,T-1 + a7 FCFJ,T-1

I For firmswith FCF which are Fund-Controlled,
the derivative simplifies toa4 + a5 FCFJ,T-1 +
a8 FCFJ,T-1

Replacing the parameters with their esti-
mated values (from Table 4) provides the fol-
lowing estimated derivative for the perform-
ance equation where performance is measured
by ROA:

d ROAJ,T/d Sales GrowthJ,T

= 0.749– 9.230FCFJ,T-1

+ 2.833FCFJ,T-1 *Owner-ManagedJ,T-1

+ −1.737FCFJ,T-1 *Owner-ControlledJ,T-1

+ −1.723FCFJ,T-1 *Fund-ControlledJ,T-1 (4)

For Performance measured by stockholder returns,
inserting the estimated parameter values results
in:

d Stockholder ReturnsJ,T/d Sales GrowthJ,T

= 2.929− 56.571FCFJ,T-1

+ 21.720FCFJ,T-1 * Owner-ManagedJ,T-1

− 6.188FCFJ,T-1 * Owner-ControlledJ,T-1

− 24.540FCFJ,T-1 * Fund-ControlledJ,T-1 (5)
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics

Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Total Sample
QDumJ,T−1 1570 0.6567 0.4750 0 1.00
Cash FlowJ,T−1 1570 0.0649 0.0465 −0.2114 0.2765
Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 1570 0.0346 0.0439 −0.2114 0.2041
Sales GrowthJ,T 1570 0.0603 0.1407 −0.8672 0.9690
Sales Growth *FCF 1570 0.0018 0.0081 −0.0692 0.0590
SGJ,T*FCFJ,T−1*Owner-ManagedJ,T−1 1570 0.0007 0.0039 −0.0277 0.0545
SGJ,T*FCFJ,T−1*Owner-ControlledJ,T−1 1570 0.0012 0.0067 −0.0653 0.0545
SGJ,T*FCFJ,T−1*Fund-ControlledJ,T−1 1570 0.0007 0.0009 −0.0555 0.0590
Cash FlowJ,T−1*Owner-ManagedJ,T−1 1570 0.0105 0.0304 −0.1130 0.1621
Cash FlowJ,T−1*Owner-ControlledJ,T−1 1570 0.0219 0.0451 −0.2114 0.2041
Cash FlowJ,T−1*Fund-ControlledJ,T−1 1570 0.0189 0.0336 −0.2114 0.1711
Industry ROAJ,T 1570 0.1150 0.1709 −0.7986 5.5728
Industry Stockholder ReturnsJ,T 1570 0.0484 0.2188 −1.7040 1.6754
ROAJ,T 1570 0.0395 0.0474 −0.3539 0.2440
Stockholder ReturnsJ,T 1570 0.0445 0.3123 −1.3863 1.3868
Industry Sales GrowthJ,T 1570 0.0971 0.3268 −0.9789 4.9133
Debt/Total AssetsJ,T−1 1570 0.2389 0.1353 0.0000 0.9302
Q . 1(Free Cash Flow= 0)
Sales GrowthJ,T 539 0.0930 0.1292 −0.8610 0.8941
Owner-ManagedJ,T−1 539 0.2839 0.4512 0 1
Owner-ControlledJ,T−1 539 0.5584 0.4970 0 1
Fund-ControlledJ,T−1 529 0.6215 0.4855 0 1
Q , 1(Free Cash Flow± 0)
Sales GrowthJ,T 1031 0.0432 0.1435 −0.8672 0.9690
Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 1031 0.0527 0.0445 −0.2114 0.2041
Owner-ManagedJ,T−1 1031 0.2726 0.4455 0 1.000
Owner-ControlledJ,T−1 1031 0.5412 0.4985 0 1.000
Fund-ControlledJ,T−1 1031 0.3948 0.4890 0 1.000
*Q , 1 and Owner-ManagedJ,T−1

Sales GrowthJ,T 281 0.0565 0.1279 −0.5096 0.9689
Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 281 0.0587 0.0425 −0.1126 0.1617
Owner-ControlledJ,T−1 281 0.7865 0.4105 0 1.000
Fund-ControlledJ,T−1 281 0.5196 0.5005 0 1.000
*Q , 1 and Owner-ControlledJ,T−1

Sales GrowthJ,T 661 0.0462 0.1529 −0.8672 0.9690
Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 661 0.0520 0.0442 −0.2114 0.2041
Owner-ManagedJ,T−1 661 0.3343 0.4721 0 1.000
Fund-ControlledJ,T−1 661 0.5416 0.4986 0 1.000
*Q , 1 and Fund-ControlledJ,T−1

Sales GrowthJ,T 558 0.0403 0.1235 −0.6215 0.7509
Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 558 0.0586 0.0426 −0.1352 0.2041
Owner-ManagedJ,T−1 558 0.1720 0.3778 0 1.000
Owner-ControlledJ,T−1 558 0.6416 0.4800 0 1.000

*Note, for Q, 1 there are 221 firms that are Owner-Managed and Owner-Controlled, 146 are Owner-Managed and Fund-
Controlled, 358 are Owner-Controlled and Fund-Controlled, while 108 are all three.

Let us consider these derivatives with respect to
the hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: Sales Growth Positively Influences
Performance.For firms without FCF (and with
weak governance), the effect of a change in sales
on performance is simply the parameter onSales
GrowthJ,T, the intercept in the derivatives. In the

Copyright 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Strat. Mgmt. J.,21: 455–472 (2000)

ROA equation,Sales GrowthJ,T has a statistically
significant positive parameter (parameter equals
0.749, p, 0.001): a one percentage point increase
in Sales Growth results in an increase in ROA of
0.75 percentage points. In the stockholder returns
equation, sales growth also has a strong and sta-
tistically significant direct influence on stockholder
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Table 4. Results (P-Values in parentheses)

Dependent Var: ROAJ,T Sales Stock-holder- Sales
GrowthJ,T ReturnsJ,T GrowthJ,T

(ROA) (Stock-holder
Returns)

Constant −0.007 0.058*** −0.076 0.054***
(0.533) (0.000) (0.062) (0.000)

QDumJ,T−1 0.009 −0.022 0.087 −0.016
(0.376) (0.175) (0.131) (0.324)

Cash FlowJ,T−1 −0.365** 0.378* −1.663*** 0.312̀
(0.002) (0.079) (0.000) (0.053)

Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 0.596*** −0.055 4.152*** −0.048
0.000 (0.813) (0.000) (0.833)

Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 * Owner-ManagedJ,T−1 0.355* 0.324*
(0.012) (0.020)

Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 * Owner-ControlledJ,T−1 −0.074 −0.018
(0.658) (0.919)

Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 * Fund-ControlledJ,T−1 −0.467** −0.503**
(0.008) (0.004)

Sales GrowthJ,T 0.749*** 2.929***
(0.000) (0.000)

Sales GrowthJ,T * Free Cash FlowJ,T−1 −9.230*** −56.571***
(0.000) (0.000)

Sales GrowthJ,T * FCFJ,T−1 * Owner-ManagedJ,T−1 2.833* 21.720*
(0.017) (0.035)

Sales GrowthJ,T * FCFJ,T−1 * Owner-ControlledJ,T−1 −1.737 −6.188
(0.261) (0.555)

Sales GrowthJ,T * FCFJ,T−1 * Fund-ControlledJ,T−1 −1.723 −24.540*
(0.294) (0.016)

PerformanceJ,T−1 0.784*** −0.091 −0.207*** 0.055***
(0.000) (0.504) (0.000) (0.000)

Industry PerformanceJ,T 0.007 0.251***
(0.242) (0.000)

Industry Sales GrowthJ,T 0.027* .037*
(0.040) (0.004)

Debt/Total AssetsJ,T−1 −0.071*** −0.189̀
(0.000) (0.032)

R2 0.628 0.032 0.110 0.054
N 1570 1570 1570 1570

*** = uProbability # 0.001, ** = uProbability # 0.01
* = uProbability # 0.05, ` = uProbability # 0.10

returns (parameter of 2.929, p, 0.001). These
results support Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 2: Free Cash Flow Negatively Mod-
erates the Positive Influence of Sales Growth
on Performance: For firms with FCF and weak
governance, the effect of a change in sales on
performance depends on both the Sales Growth
parameter and the interaction of FCF with Sales
Growth. In both ROA and stockholder returns
equations, the interaction ofFCFJ,T-1 and Sales
GrowthJ,T has negative and significant coefficients
(−9.230, p, 0.01 and −56.571, p, 0.001
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respectively). Thus, Hypothesis 2 is strongly sup-
ported in both equations.

Hypothesis 3: Governance moderates the extent
to which FCF reduces the influence of Sales
Growth on Performance.Hypothesis 3 has mixed
support (Table 4). Consistent with H3, owner-
managed governance interactions have positive
and significant coefficients with both types of
performance (p, 0.05). Contrary to H3,Owner-
Controlled firms have negative coefficients in
both equations, but neither is significant.Fund-
Controlled coefficients are also negative in both
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Table 5. Derivatives of Performance with Respect to
Sales Growth and Sales Growth with Respect to Cash
Flow Evaluated at Mean Values of Free Cash Flow.
(Test statistics reflect the probability that the derivatives
are significantly different from zero when evaluated at
the mean level of Free Cash Flow for these sub-samples.)

Sub-Samples Firm ROA Stockholder
Returns

Performance With Respect to
a Change in Sales Growth
Free Cash Flow= 0: 0.749*** 2.929**
Free Cash Flow± 0 and 0.260** −0.069
Weak Governance:
Free Cash Flow± 0 and 0.372*** 0.873̀
Owner-Managed Governance:
Free Cash Flow± 0 and 0.179 −0.334
Owner-Controlled
Governance:
Free Cash Flow± 0 and 0.168 −1.370̀
Fund-Controlled Governance:
Sales Growth with Respect to
a Change in Cash Flow
Free Cash Flow= 0 0.378* 0.312̀
Free Cash Flow± 0 and 0.323̀ 0.264
Weak Governance:
Free Cash Flow± 0 and 0.678** 0.588**
Owner-Managed Governance:
Free Cash Flow± 0 and 0.249 0.246
Ownder-Controlled
Governance:
Free Cash Flow± 0 and −0.144 −0.239̀
Fund-Controlled Governance:

*** = uProbability # 0.001, ** = uProbability # 0.01
* = uProbability # 0.05, ` = uProbability # 0.10

equations, and the coefficient is significant in the
stockholder returns equation (p, 0.05). Thus, for
Fund-Controlledfirms, FCF reduces the benefits
of sales growth even more than it does for weak
governance firms.

Hypothesis 4: For high levels of FCF and weak
governance, returns from sales growth become
negative: Hypothesis 4 tests whether firms with
high levels of FCF and weak governance make
investments in sales growth that not only has
lower returns than usual but have negative
returns. SinceFCFJ,T-1 is a continuous variable,
the impact of sales growth on returns varies with
the level of FCF. For firms with FCF (i.e., Q, 1
and hence non-zero values ofFCFJ,T-1), the mean
value ofFCFJ,T-1 is 0.053 (See Table 2). Inserting
this value into the ROA derivative using the
estimated parameter values gives
0.749+ (−9.230) * (0.053)= 0.260, (See
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Table 5). This positive derivative at the mean
value of FCF means that the firms with the
average value of FCF and weak governance still
increase ROA with an increase in sales growth
but at a rate less than firms without FCF. Solving
for the value of FCF that makes the derivative
zero indicates that firms with FCF greater than
0.081 do not increase ROA with an increase in
Sales Growth. Of the 1031 firms with FCF in
the sample, 243 (23.6%) have a FCF value
.0.081. For ROA, Hypothesis 4 is not supported
at the mean value of FCF but is supported for a
fifth of the sample with FCF.

For performance measured in terms of stock-
holder returns, the derivative at the mean value of
FCFJ,T-1 (0.053) is 2.929+ (−56.571) *
(0.053)= −0.069 ( See Table 5). For firms with
weak governance, expected returns from sales
growth are negative at the mean of free cash flow
which supports Hypothesis 4. The derivative is
negative for values of FCF. 0.052. Of the 1031
firms with FCF in the sample, 539 (52.3%) have
a FCF value.0.052, and thus for half of the
sample with FCF, the results support Hypothesis 4.

Control variables: Many of the control vari-
ables are statistically significant.QDumJ,T-1, a
variable which is 1 for firms with values of
Tobin’s Q ,1 and 0 otherwise, has positive
coefficients in both models, statiscally significant
in the stockholder returns model. In other words,
firms which the market identified as low per-
formers tend to increase stockholder performance.
Cash flow has a negative direct effect and FCF
a positive direct effect in both models. Both are
statistically significant. Industry performance has
positive coefficients for both types of performance
but is only significant for stockholder returns.
Debt/AssetsJ,T-1 has negative and significant coef-
ficients in both equations; high debt levels were
not conducive to increasing performance.

While the parameter estimate on lagged ROA
is positive and statistically significant (0.765,
p , 0.001), the coefficient on Stockholder-
ReturnsJ,T-1 is significant but negative (−0.206,
p , 0.001). The negative coefficient suggests a
possible regression to the mean after peaks or
troughs in stock performance.

The sales growth equation

Hypothesis 5: Total Cash Flow positively influ-
ences sales growth. In both Sales Growth equa-
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tions (measuring performance by ROA and stock-
holder returns), cash flow has a strong positive
influence on sales growth (0.378 and 0.312
respectively, p, 0.05 and p, 0.10, Table 4). But
for firms with FCF (Q, 1), the effect is the
combination of the Cash Flow coefficient and the
FCF coefficient. FCF has small, negative and
insignificant coefficients in both equations
(−0.055 and−0.048 respectively). When adjusted
for FCF, the net effect of cash flow for such
firms (firms with Q, 1) is positive at 0.323
and 0.264 respectively, about a 16% drop (See
Table 5). Cash flow enables sales growth, and
firms with FCF use it similarly to firms without
FCF.

Hypothesis 6: FCF will have a less positive
influence on sales growth for firms with strong
governance mechanisms.Directly contrary to the
hypothesis, forOwner-Managedfirms the coef-
ficient is positive and significant in both ROA
and stockholder versions of the equation (0.355,
p , 0.05 and 0.324 p, 0.05 respectively). In
other words, Owner-Managedfirms with FCF
grow at roughly twice the rate from a given
amount of cash flow as firms with weak gover-
nance (and even faster than firms without FCF);
inserting values into the derivative, the net effect
of a 1 percentage point increase in cash flow
results in additional sales growth of 0.68 (ROA
version) or 0.59 (shareholder returns version)
percentage points (See Table 5). The parameter
on the interaction withOwner-Controlledfirms
is negative but statistically insignificant in both
equations. However, the coefficient onFund-
Controlled firms is negative and significant in
both equations (−0.467, p, 0.05 ROA version
and −0.503, p, 0.05 stockholder returns
version). Examining the derivatives indicates that
firms with mutual fund block owners grow less
as FCF increases; at mean FCF, a 1 percentage
point increase inCash FlowJ,T-1 causes a−0.144%
in sales growth for the ROA version and−0.239%
for stockholder returns version (See Table 5).
Mutual Fund monitoring of sales growth appears
to be strong enough to completely offset the
tendency of management to invest cash flow into
sales growth oriented projects. Indeed, for Fund-
Controlled firms FCF has a negative influence
on sales growth, perhaps reflecting choices that
simultaneously increase FCF and reduce sales
growth in order to provide high dividends.

Interpreting the performance and sales growth
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equations as a system yields further insights. For
firms without FCF (i.e., Q. 1), the system has
a simple interpretation. Cash flow positively
influences sales growth and sales growth increases
performance. For firms with FCF and weak
governance (i.e., Q, 1), cash flow positively
influences sales growth, but the sales growth has
a lower return for these firms than for firms
without FCF. Even at mean levels of FCF, we
find sales growth can result in a negative change
in performance for stockholder returns. In short,
these firms appear to grow sales less than other
firms, and their sales growth is less profitable.

Industry Sales GrowthJ,T controls for the
environmental determinants ofSales GrowthJ,T.
As expected,Industry Sales GrowthJ,T has a sig-
nificant positive association withSales GrowthJ,T.
The lagged firm performance (PerformanceJ,T-1)
term is positive and significant as expected in the
stockholder returns version but is negative and
insignificant in the ROA version.

CONCLUSIONS

The findings show the straightforward result that
cash flow increases sales growth, and sales growth
increases performance for three types of firms: 1)
firms without FCF, 2) firms with low levels of
FCF and without strong governance, and 3) Owner-
managed firms with low levels of FCF. The results
involving firms with FCF and different types of
strong governance present a puzzle. The theory
argues that strong governance should improve
decision making in firms with FCF.

We find that different types of strong gover-
nance affect performance and sales growth in
different ways. Owner-Managed firms with FCF
use it to grow faster than firms without FCF
(average of 5.7% compared to averages around
4.5%, see Table 2), and this higher sales growth
results in the highest performance among firms
with FCF. In sharp contrast, firms with mutual
fund block ownership do not use FCF for sales
growth and increase sales much more slowly than
Owner-Managed firms, but the return from that
sales growth is also much lower. Indeed, for such
firms, increases in cash flow result in negative
sales growth. Firms with non-mutual fund com-
panies or individuals as outside block owners
have sales growth and performance similar to
firms with FCF and weak governance.
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For firms with mutual fund owners, we offer
the following conjecture to explain this puzzle.
Firms without FCF represent the top third in
terms of Tobin’s Q—the higher performers. Cash
Flow provides such firms resources to exploit
market opportunities (i.e., positive NPV projects)
resulting in profitable sales growth. Firms with
FCF (i.e., Q less than one) face fewer good
opportunities. Mutual fund owners may determine
that paying such funds out as dividends provides
greater shareholder returns than investing in
sales growth.

Owner-Managed firms with FCF grow faster
than those without and have the highest perform-
ance for FCF firms; this presents an interesting
problem. Perhaps Owner-Managed firms simply
search harder for sales growth opportunities. Note
that such sales growth opportunities provide posi-
tive shareholder returns for most firms with FCF.
Owner-managers have incentives to increase prof-
its rather than their salaries (Baker and Wruck,
1989). This increases search activities for projects
with higher returns (Easterwood, Seth, and
Singer, 1989; Fox and Marcus, 1992). Holderness
and Sheehan’s (1988) results on firms with man-
agers as majority shareholders (owning over
50%) agree with this finding. In other words,
having top management with high levels of stock
provides the incentive to seek out profitable
avenues for sales growth and the power to move
the corporation toward them (Bourgeois, 1981).
Traditional agency arguments assume the stock
of profitable projects exists largely independent
of the efforts of the firm; they focus on the
choice among extant projects. Our conjecture that
Owner-Managed firms search harder than others
for sales growth opportunities acknowledges that
firms do not face pools of projects but rather find
projects by search. In such a case, the standard
measure of the availability of positive net present
value projects (Q, 1) poorly represents the proj-
ect creation process.

Our analysis uses FCF along with four gover-
nance mechanisms (including the absence of
strong governance) and financial leverage. We
distinguish between the effects of governance on
sales growth and on performance, and thereby
track how different governance mechanisms affect
decision making in firms. While this improves on
the common practice of using FCF alone as an
indicator of an agency problem, it does not
exhaust the potential list of governance control
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mechanisms. Other governance factors (or their
absence) may reduce the likelihood that FCF lets
managers waste funds. Such factors include a
weak corporate board (relative to corporate
management), weak corporate oversight of
division management, compensation of top man-
agement, and compensation of board members.
Multiple governance mechanisms may work in
concert. By using only four measures of gover-
nance effects with an emphasis on ownership
structure, while controlling for a fifth (leverage),
we may have missed interactions (Rediker and
Seth, 1995). A deeper understanding of govern-
ance variables and their interaction merits examin-
ation. Given multiple measures of governance,
we need a behavioral theory that explains their
interaction.

To summarize, these results support both the
value of sales growth and the problems of very
high levels of FCF. They open the doors to two
new areas of research. First, we need additional
research to better understand the role of sales
growth in the firm and the relations between sales
growth and performance. Second, we need a finer-
grained analysis of agency problems—different
forms of governance may be required to effec-
tively control different corporate decisions. Such
research areas may further enhance our under-
standing of these central issues concerning growth
and corporate control.
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